Seniors Suggest Course Changes To Dean's Group

"Definite Student Criticisms Pissed Off Some Boy Names; Chairwoman Whitford
More Money Needed Required Home-Life, Etiquette Instruction Among Recommendations

Breaking away from all previous customs, the faculty committee for improvement of teaching last week composed a letter to the university interpreting criticisms and suggestions on the University's curricular program.

Chains for their activity on the campus, these student critics, they said, found out the following shortcomings:

1. The failure to recognize that teaching is the chain of existence. It was felt that teaching is an art which needs the combined efforts of both the faculty and the students. In the absence of such efforts, the chain of teaching is broken.

2. The failure to recognize that teaching is a science. It was felt that teaching is a science which needs to be studied and practiced in order to be effective. In the absence of such studies and practices, the chain of teaching is broken.

3. The failure to recognize that teaching is an art which needs to be practiced. It was felt that teaching is an art which needs to be practiced in order to be effective. In the absence of such practices, the chain of teaching is broken.

The failings, the committee said, were in the chain of teaching. It was felt that teaching is an art which needs the combined efforts of both the faculty and the students. In the absence of such efforts, the chain of teaching is broken.

Norman Isaman, John Young and experimental psychology laboratory.

"bers include Dr. Nease, H. O. Bur-
Athletic Field Promised

Although the purpose of the Fiat Lux alive for rebuilding the Athletic field has been accomplished, we must not forget that the administration may still need our aid and cooperation.

Let the students and alumni put extra effort and get involved in a athletic field. This is the only way we can help to fulfill the dreams of our classmates.

Byway Glances

Do you recognize the piety favorite amusement-building? What in twenty six issues does think this is tough, will take a year to build, but if I was this I would be well equipped for a long time. Why is the name "Barnes" so very typical? Does the name "Barnes" have any sentimental value to you? Does the name "Barnes" signify something?

I'm sure all of us who was part of the history of the field have been touched by this new initiative. We are all very proud of the work that has been done and we are all very excited about the future of the field. We expect that the new field will be open for use by the end of the year.

Tag Letter

New continues Retrall Of Tag
Letter By McClure

Dear Editor, -

We have been hearing a lot of chatter about the athletic field lately. It's a hot topic of conversation around campus. Many people are very excited about the new field, but there are also some who are concerned about the cost. I think it's important that we all work together to make sure this project is successful.

Camous Capers

TEAMS TAKEN FROM THE LOG

Said student Y. K. Lammon. Said student Y. K. Lammon
had been on the field in the last few weeks. He had been
spending a lot of time on the field, working on his
throwing technique.

'This is a very important time of the year for us. The team is
starting to prepare for the upcoming season. We want to do
everything we can to make sure we are ready to go."
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Dance In Lounge Will Follow
Newman Club Formal Initiation

Giannasico Chairman; Guests From Other Colleges Invited

Plans are being made for the Newman Club Dance to be held Friday evening in the lounge of the Ceramic College. The dance will be preceded by formal initiation of new members, presided over by the president, William Stephies. Members of the Newman Club from other colleges have been invited to attend the affair. They will be from St. Mary, Brockport, Wells, Cornell, Syracuse and St. Bonaventure.

The committee which has made plans for the dance includes Frank Giannasio, Raymond Payne, Harriet Giron, James Brook, William Drake and Richard Hughes.

The faculty guests will be Miss Dean and Mrs. E. Ellis Drake, Dr. and Mrs. William G. Schorske, and Chaplin and Mrs. James C. McLeod. Others guests will be Reverend Martin Siy, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Otis, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Hoey.

Music will be provided by the college orchestra. Frank Giannasio is general chairman of the dance.

F. H. ELLIS
Pharmacist
Alfred New York

 каждой страницы документа, а также некоторые извлеченные текстовые элементы. Простая текстовая репрезентация документа как бы она была прочитана естественным образом. Нет необходимости в генерации.
SIDELINE SLANTS
By John Dalphigh

The Penn Relay Carnival is over. Each home from Philadelphia with three fine performances behind them, Alfred University students are preparing for further battles. In the broad tracks of Franklin Field that Alumni recorded a fourth and a second in mile relay competition and an eighth in the 440 meter steeplechase. These performances were stronger in position than last year as they entered the Class A Middle Atlantic relays championship, but they came out a powerful bunch.

5—L—5

You will remember that the relay quartet was the Middle Atlantic crown in 1936 against class C competition. An impressive was that performance that Coach McClure and his quartets on various Rockett, Lehigh, Rutgers and Lafayette this year. That fourth place which they entered is a triumph for the jump into heavier competition. Yesterday's relay was one of four more among the Middle Atlantic Association colleges. All first came in second in Morgan College in the second race.

5—L—5

One Robert James Hughes, wearing the individual athletic laurels for Alfred, Friday, finished eighth in the grueling 3000 meter steeplechase. Hughes was running his first varsity track race for Alfred against some of the best steeplechase men of the East. Walter Brown of Michigan, the winner, is a distance runner from Long Island, who has shown his heels in the last of them. Merely finishing the steeplechase distance of less than two miles is considered a good performance. Water traps, hedges and fences dot the eight laps of the race.
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Fancy Baked Goods

ALFRED BAKERY
H. E. PIETERS

the sandia MARIA

Columbo' Flag Ship

the ship that brought Columbus to America

... and tobacco to the world

History tells us that when Christopher Columbus' sailors took tobacco back home with them everybody hailed it as one of the first new pleasures in years.

Many different claims are made for tobacco, but mostly everyone agrees on this . . .

Smoking is a pleasure and the cigarette is the mildest and purest form in which that pleasure can be enjoyed.